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Abstract

To deal with the great number of untrimmed videos pro-
duced every day, we propose an efficient unsupervised ac-
tion segmentation method by detecting boundaries, named
action boundary detection (ABD). In particular, the pro-
posed method has the following advantages: no training
stage and low-latency inference. To detect action bound-
aries, we estimate the similarities across smoothed frames,
which inherently have the properties of internal consistency
within actions and external discrepancy across actions. Un-
der this circumstance, we successfully transfer the bound-
ary detection task into the change point detection based on
the similarity. Then, non-maximum suppression (NMS) is
conducted in local windows to select the smallest points as
candidate boundaries. In addition, a clustering algorithm is
followed to refine the initial proposals. Moreover, we also
extend ABD to the online setting, which enables real-time
action segmentation in long untrimmed videos. By evaluat-
ing on four challenging datasets, our method achieves state-
of-the-art performance. Moreover, thanks to the efficiency
of ABD, we achieve the best trade-off between the accuracy
and the inference time compared with existing unsupervised
approaches.

1. Introduction

There are tera-bytes of videos uploaded to cloud or edge
storage to be processed every day. Efficiently analyzing
the contents of these untrimmed videos is a nontrivial step
towards real-world deployment, which has a great range
of applications from video retrieval to surveillance analy-
sis [9, 27, 33, 46]. Tremendous progress has recently been
made on supervised action segmentation due to the intro-
duction of large-scale datasets and the development of deep
neural networks [12, 21, 26, 43]. However, building fully
supervised learning models requires manual data labeling,
which is slow, expensive and error-prone. Thus unsuper-
vised action segmentation has gained great popularity.

Due to the temporal coherence of videos, when segment-
ing actions from a long, untrimmed video, human beings
would pay primary attention to detecting action boundaries,
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Figure 1. The overview of our method. gt represents the smoothed
feature for the t-th frame, and bi the i-th detected boundary. We
observe that the calculated frame-wise similarities based on the
smoothed frame features for individual action instance take a “⊓”-
shaped curve. Action boundaries can be directly pinpointed by
detecting change points along the similarity curve.

and take the frames between adjacent temporal boundaries
as an action instance. Building on this insight, we pro-
pose an efficient and effective unsupervised action segmen-
tation method by detecting action boundaries, dubbed ac-
tion boundary detection (ABD). The overview of the pro-
posed method is illustrated in Figure 1.

Motivated by the Canny detector [6] in image processing
and the segmentation method [18] in time series, we pro-
pose a bottom-up action segmentation method. For action
segmentation, the ideal features should be consistent within
an action and inconsistent across different actions. How-
ever, due to the occlusion, changing viewpoint or lighting,
the features within an action may fail to maintain strictly
consistent as expected. Therefore, we first utilize a smooth-
ing filter on original features to dilute the effect of noise.
Moreover, different from the Canny detector that finds in-
tensity gradients of images, we pinpoint temporal action
boundary proposals based on the similarity between adja-
cent frames. Then, we adopt non-maximum suppression
(NMS) inside local windows and select smallest points as
initial candidate action boundaries. In addition, we intro-
duce a bottom-up method to refine initial segmentation re-
sults based on semantic segment-wise similarity.

There have been several attempts to detect action bound-
aries by stacking complicated neural networks or generating
less-relevant pseudo labels [11,17,32,48]. Directly depend-
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ing on the similarity between frames is more reliable and
interpretative. We hope our exploration will motivate com-
munities to rethink the fundamental roles of feature similar-
ity within and across actions for action segmentation.

Our method has the following advantages:
1) No training is needed. A powerful family of models

for weakly- and unsupervised representations are collected
under the umbrella of “self-supervised” learning, which
concentrates on acquiring pseudo-labels that can be used
for supervised training to obtain higher-level semantic fea-
tures [11, 28, 30, 36, 38, 40, 42]. However, the less-related
labels have limited contribution to the detection results, and
the train-and-transfer strategy would sacrifice the generaliz-
ability of models. Instead, we directly exploit original fea-
tures without any training, guaranteeing the robustness and
transferability of our method.

2) Fast and state-of-the-art. The proposed method
achieves the best trade-off between model accuracy and in-
ference time compared with weakly supervised and unsu-
pervised action segmentation methods [11, 39, 42]. Specif-
ically, our method yields competitive performance com-
pared with state-of-the-art approaches on four challenging
datasets and significantly increases the inference speed. In
addition, our ABD can be further extended into the on-
line setting, which enables real-time action segmentation in
untrimmed videos.

2. Related Work
This section reviews closely related work on weakly su-

pervised and unsupervised action segmentation. We also
discuss other approaches in sequence processing that are re-
lated to our work.

2.1. Weakly Supervised Action Segmentation

Weakly supervised methods can be classified into
transcript- and set-constrained categories, where the for-
mer knows the label and order of actions [5, 11, 15, 22,
23, 28, 36, 42] and the latter just knows what action oc-
curs [13, 29, 31, 37]. Kuehne et al. [22] iteratively gener-
ate and refine pseudo labels based on the hidden Markov
model (HMM) and a Gaussian mixture model (GMM).
Some methods [11, 23, 36] replace the GMM with a recur-
rent neural network (RNN), but keep to refine the pseudo
labels iteratively. Richard et al. [38] propose a learning
algorithm with a Viterbi-based loss that allows for online
and incremental learning by directly leveraging transcripts.
Souri et al. [42] recently present an end-to-end approach
for weakly supervised action segmentation based on a two-
branch neural network, and a novel mutual consistency loss
is introduced to enforce the consistency of two redundant
representations. For set-constrained supervision, Li and
Todorovic [29] formulate a set-constrained Viterbi algo-
rithm (SCV) to generate the MAP prediction, which is used

as a frame-wise pseudo ground truth in the HMM training.
SCT [13] divides the video into smaller temporal ranges
and predicts for each region the action label and its length.
An anchor constrained Viterbi algorithm (ACV) [31] is in-
troduced to generate the pseudo labels, where anchors rep-
resenting salient action parts are estimated for each action
from a given ground-truth set.

2.2. Unsupervised Action Segmentation

There are two groups of unsupervised action segmenta-
tion methods: the first group [24,30,38,40,45] targets solv-
ing the temporal action relations globally over a collection
of videos from the same activity. The second group [1, 39]
achieves action segmentation based on individual videos by
detecting boundary changes. Kukleva et al. [24] present
a continuous temporal embedding to enforce clusters of
frames at similar temporal stages, which is next combined
with a frame-to-cluster assignment based on Viterbi decod-
ing. ASAL [30] trains an RNN to recognize positive and
negative action sequences. An HMM is utilized to model
the action lengths, and the Viterbi algorithm is used to in-
fer a MAP action segmentation. LSTM+AL [1] fine-tunes
a pre-trained model with LSTM, using future frame predic-
tion as supervision to learn frame embeddings. TW-FINCH
[39] introduces a temporally-weighted hierarchical cluster-
ing algorithm to group semantically consistent frames of
the video. However, constructing all pairwise correlations
brings in overwhelming computations.

2.3. Others

Our method is also related to change point detection al-
gorithms [2, 14, 34, 44] and time series segmentation ap-
proaches [16, 18–20, 35], which mainly segment time se-
ries by regression with a high computational cost. In ad-
dition, shot boundary detection (SBD) [4, 41], which aims
at automatically detecting the boundaries between shots in
video, is also relevant to our approach. And the large
body of anomaly detection algorithms [8] also conduct the
similar procedure as our method. In the spatio-temporal
dimensions, actions show the property of internal consis-
tency within actions and external discrepancy across ac-
tions. Based on this insight, we propose a straightforward
yet effective method to detect action boundaries based on
the similarity between adjacent frames.

3. Method

Given a video with N frames X = {x1,x2, . . . ,xN},
the goal of action segmentation is to group these frames
into K clusters, where K is the number of action classes.
In this section, we first elaborate on the similarity between
frames. Then, we show how to detect temporal boundaries
based on the similarity. Furthermore, a clustering algorithm
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(a) The similarity between adjacent
frames, i.e., xt and xt+1, where x rep-
resents the original feature.
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(b) The similarity between smoothed
frames, i.e., gt and gt+1, where g rep-
resents the smoothed feature.

Figure 2. The similarity between frames on rgb-19-1 in 50Salads
[43]. Different colors represent different segments in ground truth.
Best viewed in color.

is employed for refining the detected segments. Moreover,
we further extend our method into the online setting.

3.1. Similarity between Frames

As mentioned in Section 1, the ideal features should
be consistent within actions and inconsistent across bound-
aries. Unlike Canny detector [6] calculates the intensity gra-
dient to detect boundaries in grayscale images, we directly
calculate the cosine similarity between adjacent frames in
the temporal dimension, which is formulated as

St =
xt · xt+1

||xt|| ||xt+1||
. (1)

For better understanding this formulation, we visualize
it in Figure 2a. We find it is pretty hard to detect action
boundaries, as the similarity between xt and xt+1 varies
sharply along the whole temporal dimension. We conjec-
ture it is because the hard frames caused by occlusion, view-
point or lighting changing result in inconsistency within ac-
tions. Similar with Canny detector using Gaussian filters for
smoothing images and preventing false detection caused by
noise, here we conduct smoothing filters along the temporal
dimension to mitigate the noise for action boundary detec-
tion. We could use average or Gaussian filters, which could
be formulated as

gt =

t+k∑
i=t−k

W (xt,xi)xi

t+k∑
i=t−k

W (xt,xi)

, (2)

where W is the filter kernel with size (2k + 1).
Therefore, the similarity between frames could be re-

placed by the similarity between gt and gt+1. As shown
in Figure 2b, the similarity curve of each segment has the
shape of “⊓”. Action boundaries can thus be found from
the change points, where a significant change occurs locally.
Moreover, from another perspective, the smoothing opera-
tion allows gt to be expressed in terms of multiple neigh-
bouring frames. Since the correlations are established be-

tween groups of frames instead of individual frames, more
robust and smoother similarities could be established in this
way.

3.2. Action Boundary Detection

Intuitively, action boundaries are most likely to coincide
with the change points which indicate the dramatic change
of actions. However, as shown in Figure 2b, it is still not
easy to find boundaries in such a rough curve. Specifically,
we need to avoid the pseudo boundaries within an action
instance (blue rectangle) and suppress the ambiguous re-
sponses near the true boundaries (red circle).

To account for these spurious responses near bound-
aries, we utilize the NMS algorithm to reduce them i.e.,
the non-minimum values in the similarity. In detail, we
conduct NMS in local windows along the temporal dimen-
sion and select the smallest points as candidate boundaries.
The length of local window L will be discussed in experi-
ments. Moreover, the pseudo boundaries in the blue rect-
angle Figure 2b are mainly caused by small changes within
actions. To deal with these spurious responses, we propose
a bottom-up refinement to cluster these segments.

3.3. Refinement

After detecting boundaries, we obtain candidate action
boundaries B = {b1, b2, . . . , bM}, where bM = N . The
video is therefore divided into M segments. However, M
is always greater than the number of action labels K, which
is mainly caused by pseudo boundaries in actions. In ad-
dition, actions that happen multiple times can also lead to
this result. Therefore, we present a bottom-up refinement to
further cluster segments to K classes.

Firstly, we initialize the segment feature by averaging the
features within each segment. The video can be denoted as
Pi = {x̂1, x̂2, . . . , x̂M}, where x̂m is the feature of the
m-th segment. Then we calculate the similarity matrix by
computing pairwise distances

S(i, j) =
x̂i · x̂j

||x̂i|| ||x̂j ||
. (3)

It is worth noting that M << N . Unlike TW-FINCH
[39] which calculates the similarity between every frame
pair, computing the segment-wise similarity merely imports
negligible computational cost. The entry Sij(i̸=j) with the
maximum value is selected and the corresponding x̂i and
x̂j are considered as the most similar segments, which are
merged to generate a new segment with the averaging of x̂i

and x̂j . We repeat the merging process until the number of
action labels reduces to K. The main steps of the proposed
algorithm are shown in Algorithm 1.

Discussion. Unlike [39] computes both semantic and tem-
poral distances, our work pays no attention to the tempo-
ral distance. For frame-wise clustering used in [39], which
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Algorithm 1 Refinement

Input: # of action labels K, Video X = {x1,x2, . . . ,xN}
and boundary candidates B = {b1, b2, . . . , bM}.

Output: Partition PK .
1: Initialize segment features Pi = {x̂1, x̂2, . . . , x̂M}

with X and B.
2: while # of classes for segments Pi is greater than K do
3: Compute similarity matrix between segment-wise

features via Equation (3).
4: Detect the most similar link (i, j).
5: Update labels in Pi and merge the corresponding fea-

tures x̂i, x̂j .
6: end while

breaks the temporal consistency and results in severe over-
segmentation errors, temporally modulated correlations are
used to merge these over-segmented segments. However,
this strategy focuses more on adjacent frames and cannot
cluster distant segments which belong to the same action
class. In contrast, our method segments videos by detect-
ing boundary, and the usage of NMS successfully avoids
over-segmentation. Performing the clustering algorithm on
the semantic similarity matrix can effectively group similar
segments even when they are temporal distant.

3.4. Online Action Boundary Detection

The online action segmentation is important for real-time
vision applications, such as camera surveillance and self-
driving. The local property of our method makes it easy to
update adaptively in an online manner.

For offline action segmentation, like previous literature
[24, 30, 39, 45], we take the number of action labels K as
prior knowledge for refinement. However, it is infeasible
to know the number of action labels under an online set-
ting. Therefore, we propose an online ABD method which
enables real-time action segmentation in long untrimmed
videos.

Firstly, we smooth features only using previous frames,
i.e., gt is smoothed by {xt−k,xt−k+1, . . . ,xt}, and cal-
culate similarities between smoothed frames following the
statement in Section 3.1. Then we detect action boundaries
based on the similarity. Like the offline ABD, we still per-
form NMS within a local window to suppress redundant
responses near boundaries. Note that the window is now
centered at frame (t − L/2). Under this circumstance, we
stack several frames into a group and process them online.
For pseudo boundaries within actions, we no longer follow
the procedure in Section 3.3 since the number of action la-
bels K is unknown. Alternatively, we select a threshold to
filter out edge frames with a high similarity value and pre-
serve edge frames with a small one. As the similarity could
vary greatly across videos and datasets, it is impossible to

set a fixed threshold. To avoid struggling with the empirical
threshold which needs sophisticated adjustments, we adap-
tively set it as the lower quartile of the similarity before
time t. Considering only a fraction of frames are close to
the boundaries (which would result in low similarity), this
setting works well in filtering out weak boundaries.

4. Experiments

Datasets. To evaluate the performance of our method, we
conduct experiments on four challenging dataset: Break-
fast [21], YouTube Instructional Videos [3], Hollywood Ex-
tended [5] and 50Salads [43].

Breakfast contains 1,712 videos, of which the lengths
vary from a few seconds to several minutes. The dataset
contains 48 different actions for breakfast preparation
where every video has 6.9 actions on average.

YouTube Instructional Videos contains 150 videos and
the average length is around 2 minutes. There are 5 activ-
ities in this dataset, including making coffee, cpr, jumping
car, changing car tire and potting a plant. The fraction of
background is around 63.5%, which is the largest one in
these four datasets.

Hollywood Extended has 937 video sequences with
around 800,000 frames in total. The videos contain 16
different classes, and each video has about 2.5 action in-
stances. There are roughly 61% background frames.

50Salads contains 4.5 hours of different people making
salads and each video has about 10k frames on average. We
evaluate two different action granularity levels, which in-
clude 19 and 12 action classes [43] respectively.
Features. For a fair comparison, we use the same fea-
tures as [13,24,39,40], which are frame-wise Fisher vectors
of improved dense trajectory (IDT) [47] (Breakfast, Hol-
lywood and 50Salads) and histogram of local optical flow
(HOF) descriptors [25] (YouTube Instructional Videos).
Evaluation Metrics. Since our method outputs tempo-
ral boundaries without particular correspondences to the
ground-truth labels, we require a one-to-one mapping be-
tween the outputs and the ground-truth labels. Following
[1, 24, 39, 40], we utilize the Hungarian algorithm to gen-
erate this mapping based on the overlap between matched
segments. Since our method does not concern the seg-
ment labels, we conduct this mapping on the video level as
in [1,39]. We also report the F1 score and mean over frames
(MoF) for all datasets as used in previous works [24]. For
evaluation on Hollywood Extended, we report Jaccard in-
dex as intersection over union (IoU) as an additional mea-
surement.
Implementation Details. Unlike most existing methods
[24, 39] evaluating the performance on the ground-truth
number of classes for each activity, our method places less
constraint on activities. Therefore, the parameter K used
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Breakfast

Weakly Supervised MoF

NN-Vit. [38] 43.0
MuCon [42] 48.5
CDFL [28] 50.2

Unsupervised Hungarian F1 MoF

CTE [24] Activity 26.4 41.8
VTE-UNET [45] Activity — 48.1
ASAL [30] Activity 37.9 52.5

Equal Split [39] Video — 34.8
LSTM+AL [1] Video — 42.9
TW-FINCH [39] Video 49.8 62.7
Our ABD Video 52.3 64.0

Table 1. Comparison to the state-of-the-art on Breakfast. The dash
indicates “not reported”.

in this paper is the average number of action classes for a
specific dataset. And we would also discuss the setting of
K later.

4.1. Comparison to State-of-the-art

Breakfast. In Table 1, we report the performance com-
parison to the state-of-the-art methods on Breakfast. Be-
sides unsupervised methods, we also compare with several
supervised and weakly supervised methods, which can be
severed as the upper bounds of our method. ABD out-
performs all unsupervised methods. Significant improve-
ments are achieved when compared with Equal Split [39],
which demonstrates our ABD does work in pinpointing ac-
tion boundaries. When compared with TW-FINCH [39],
our ABD still shows better performance. Similarly, our
method outperforms weakly supervised methods by a sig-
nificant margin.

Moreover, to make a fair comparison with activity-
level Hungarian methods, we assume the fixed ordering
of actions. Under this situation, we achieve 37.7%/51.3%
on F1/MoF metrics, which demonstrates that our method
still achieves competitive results compared with the strong
ASAL [30]. Exploiting complicated correlations can im-
prove the performance, as reflected on ASAL. Neverthe-
less, the competitive performance achieved by our method
on both datasets indicates detecting boundaries also plays
an important role in action segmentation.

YouTube Instructional Videos. We summarize the perfor-
mance of our method on YouTube Instructional Videos in
Table 2. To make a fair comparison, we remove background
frames from videos as previous approaches [24, 39, 40].
ABD significantly outperforms all unsupervised methods,
with absolute gains of 10.5% on MoF over TW-FINCH [39]
and 9.5% improvements on F1 over LSTM+AL [1].

YouTube Instructional Videos

Unsupervised Hungarian F1 MoF

Mallow [40] Activity 27.0 27.8
CTE† [24] Activity 28.3 39.0
ASAL [30] Activity 32.1 44.9

LSTM+AL [1] Video 39.7 —
Equal Split [39] Video 27.8 30.2
TW-FINCH [39] Video 48.2 56.7
Our ABD Video 49.2 67.2

Table 2. Comparison to the state-of-the-art under unsupervised
learning on YouTube Instructions Videos.† CTE reports results for
a background ratio of 75%.

Hollywood Extended

Weakly Supervised IoU MoF

SCT [13] 17.7 —
CDFL [28] 19.5 40.6
MuCon [42] — 41.6

Unsupervised Hungarian IoU F1 MoF

Equal Split [39] Video 24.6 — 39.6
TW-FINCH [39] Video 35.0 45.7 55.0
Our ABD Video 36.0 57.1 60.7

Table 3. Comparison to the state-of-the-art on Hollywood Ex-
tended.

Since most frames are background in this dataset, a
higher MoF can be achieved by labeling most frames as
background. However, this strong data bias has no sig-
nificant effects on our method. When taking background
frames into consideration, our method still gets 44.2% on
MoF metric. The relatively slight drop in performance indi-
cates our approach can deal with widely varying degrees of
background videos.

Hollywood Extended. As shown in Table 3, our method
achieves a significant leap compared with existing ap-
proaches. In particular, our ABD obtains improvements of
5.7% on MoF compared with TW-FINCH [39]. Similarly,
our method outperforms the weakly supervised method Mu-
Con [42] with 19.1% gains on the MoF metric.

50Salads. The performances by different methods in terms
of MoF are demonstrated in Table 4. We evaluate the per-
formance with respect to two action granularity levels as
previous methods. The eval action granularity has 12 action
classes such as add oil, cut, place and mix dressing. We
also evaluate the performance on the mid action granularity
with 19 action classes, which differentiates actions such as
cut tomato and cut cheese.

Experimental results show that our method achieves
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50Salads

Weakly supervised eval mid

RNN-FC [36] — 45.5
NN-Vit. [38] — 49.4
CDFL [28] — 54.7

Unsupervised Hungarian

VTE-UNET [45] Activity 30.6 24.2
CTE [24] Activity 35.5 30.2
ASAL [30] Activity 39.2 34.4

Equal Split [39] Video 47.4 33.1
LSTM+AL [1] Video 60.6 —
TW-FINCH [39] Video 71.1 66.5
Our ABD Video 71.4 71.8

Table 4. Comparison to the state-of-the-art on 50Salads. We report
MoF in this table.

71.8% on MoF on the mid granularity, 5.3% higher than
the best unsupervised approach TW-FINCH [39] and 17.1%
higher than the weakly supervised method CDFL [28]. The
F1 scores of the ABD on the eval and mid granularities are
64.2% and 59.2% respectively.

Generally, better performance is achieved on the eval
granularity (that has fewer action classes) for other meth-
ods [24, 39, 45], which is different from ours. We ar-
gue that it is because our method mainly concerns the
changing of action boundaries. For example, cut tomato,
place tomato into bowl and cut cheese are three contin-
uous actions, and our method can successfully segment
these three actions based on the boundaries detected. How-
ever, for the eval granularity, action cut tomato and action
cut cheese are considered as the same class cut. Although it
can be realized in the refinement process to some extent, the
inherent distinctive properties with finer-granularity actions
make it hard to group such actions.

Pairwise matching is conducted by clustering algorithms
like TW-FINCH [39], which have a superior property for
clustering these actions. However, it is difficult for them to
pinpoint action boundaries since they focus on global corre-
lations, which can be reflected on the mid granularity level
experiment.

4.2. Effect of K and Features

Our method outputs results with K action classes, which
considers the repetition of actions. Therefore, the setting
of K used in our paper is (a) the average number of ac-
tion classes per video (e.g., 5 used for Breakfast). We also
notice that there are several other settings on K, including
(b) the average number of actions per video (7 for Break-
fast); (c) total action classes for an activity (ASAL [30],
CTE [24], etc.); (d) the maximum number of ground truth

K(a) K(b) K(c) K(d) K(e) FV I3D

F1 52.3 48.1 51.3 51.8 54.7 52.3 54.4
MoF 64.0 61.4 63.2 63.5 64.2 64.0 65.4

Table 5. Effect of K and features on Breakfast.

action classes for an activity, which has been discussed
in [10]; (e) the average number of action classes per video
for an activity (TW-FINCH [39]). We perform experiments
on different settings as shown in Table 5. For activity-based
settings, we have K(c) ≥ K(d) ≥ K(e). Our method still has
good performance when setting K as (c), which is the most
general one. It shows that our method has wide tolerance
intervals for K.

Moreover, besides Fisher Vectors (FV), we also perform
experiments on CNN features (i.e., I3D [7]), and results
are shown in the last two columns of Table 5. It demon-
strates that better performance can be achieved when using
a stronger feature extractor.

4.3. Gaussian Filter vs. Average Filter

There are multiple choices for the filters used for fea-
ture smoothing (Equation (2)). In this section, we compare
the performance between Gaussian and average filters. As
the video length and the number of actions vary enormously
across datasets, we set the kernel size (2k+1) = α ·(N/K)
and we will discuss α later. Note that K is fixed across all
videos in the same dataset. Our method without smoothing
is used as the baseline. Experimental results are demon-
strated in the first three rows of Table 6.

We observe that the methods with either of the two
smoothing filters outperform the baseline by a significant
margin, which indicates the effectiveness of feature smooth-
ing. Considering both Gaussian filter and average filter have
consistent performance in our experiments, we utilize the
average smoothing in all experiments due to its efficiency.

4.4. Effect of NMS

As declared in Section 3.2, the NMS algorithm is used
to suppress redundant boundaries. We compare the per-
formance by our method with and without NMS, which is
listed in Table 6 (the 3th and 4th rows). Specifically, we
conduct NMS inside local windows and select the smallest
points as candidate boundaries. The length of local win-
dows L is also equal to α · (N/K).

As shown in Table 6, better performance can always
be achieved when applied with NMS. For example, our
method with NMS achieves great improvements on the mid
granularity of 50Salads, i.e., up to 8.4% F1 improvements
and 11.4% MoF improvements respectively. Experimen-
tal results indicate that NMS can well reduce redundant
boundaries, resulting in fewer over-segmentation errors and
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Breakfast YTI HE FS (eval) FS (mid)

Filter NMS Refinement F1 MoF F1 MoF F1 MoF F1 MoF F1 MoF

1 ✗ ✓ ✓ 42.4 58.3 46.0 63.7 56.1 59.5 60.3 64.0 55.3 59.0

2 Gaussian ✓ ✓ 51.6 63.5 49.1 66.6 56.7 60.2 63.4 70.8 59.8 72.4

3 Average ✓ ✓ 52.3 64.0 49.2 67.2 57.1 60.7 64.2 71.4 59.2 71.8
4 Average ✗ ✓ 41.7 57.3 42.8 60.1 55.6 56.3 53.2 55.0 50.8 60.4
5 Average ✓ ✗ 49.2 57.8 43.2 60.8 55.4 57.4 50.7 54.7 59.1 71.2

6 Average ✓ temporal 51.8 64.2 47.8 66.4 57.0 60.5 57.4 60.1 59.6 72.2

Table 6. The ablation experiments of our method on four datasets. YTI, HE and FS are the abbreviations for YouTube Instructional Videos,
Hollywood Extended and 50Salads respectively. The metrics MoF and F1 are reported.

higher segmentation accuracy. In addition, NMS can sig-
nificantly reduce the inference time as there are fewer seg-
ments for refinement.

4.5. Effect of Refinement

In Section 3.3, we introduce a clustering algorithm to re-
fine initial candidates. The performance by our method with
and without refinement is also compared on four datasets.
Refer to the 3rd and 5th rows in Table 6 for quantitative
comparison. In addition, as the temporal information plays
an important role in the frame-wise clustering approach
[39], we also discuss the case concerning this information
(the last row in Table 6).

As discussed before, our ABD segments actions based
on detecting boundaries, and the refinement is used to clus-
ter segments that belong to the same action class. It is
observed that when applied with the clustering algorithm,
performance improvements can be achieved in all datasets,
which indicates that split segments can be correctly clus-
tered by this refinement algorithm. For example, a consid-
erable boost is achieved by the refinement on the eval level
of 50Salads, which agrees with our analysis that this clus-
tering is capable of merging fine-granularity actions.

When considering the temporal information, negligible
improvements (no more than 1%) are achieved on Break-
fast and 50Salads (mid), nevertheless, a slight decline in
performance occurs on other datasets. To better understand
this problem, we summarise how many times each action
occurs on average in Table 7. We find that the temporal in-
formation would contribute when activities occur roughly
once in videos. Under this circumstance, there are fewer
situations that actions belonging to the same class are tem-
porally distant. However, when an action occurs multiple
times, temporal information would have a negative effect as
it prioritizes adjacent segments.

4.6. Effect of α

The filter size (2k+1) and local window length of NMS
L are all set to α · (N/K), where α ∈ (0, 1). We compare

Dataset BF YTI HE FS (eval) FS (mid)

Number 1.3 2.1 2.0 1.6 1.1

Table 7. The average number of each action occurs.

α 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

F1 43.4 50.2 53.2 52.3 52.5 51.5 49.1
MoF 59.1 63.4 63.7 64.0 61.1 57.0 55.9
Time 0.2 0.05 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.04

Table 8. The effect of α. The time is measured as the average
inference time (seconds) for one video.

YTI HE

Method F1 MoF F1 MoF

TW-FINCH [39] 48.2 56.7 — 55.0

Online ABD 48.6 60.3 52.3 59.2
Offline ABD 49.2 67.2 57.1 60.7

Table 9. Performance comparison of online and offline ABD on
different datasets.

segmentation accuracy (F1 and MoF) and running time by
varying values of α on Breakfast and the results are shown
in Table 8. Inferior accuracy is achieved when α is too
small or large, arising from redundant or overly-reduced
boundaries. Experimental results exhibit promising perfor-
mance for a broad wide range α ∈ (0.2, 0.8), indicating that
the proposed ABD is not sensitive to well-adjusted hyper-
parameters. Moreover, fast inference speed can be achieved
by keeping a balance between feature smoothing and refine-
ment.

4.7. Performance of Online ABD

Without knowing prior knowledge K, the online ABD
method could segment actions based on the video stream-
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Figure 3. Online action segmentation performance in terms of
MoF with varying L on YouTube Instructional Videos. These
three curves represent different settings on the threshold.

ing before the current timestamp in real-time. We compare
the performance of online ABD and offline ABD on Holly-
wood Extended and YouTube Instructional Videos datasets.
For evaluation, we use the prediction averaged over all the
frames. The results are illustrated in Table 9.

We observe that online ABD achieves comparable per-
formance compared to offline ABD, and outperforms the
offline model TW-FINCH [39]. In addition, we also explore
the effect of different values of window size L for NMS.
Note that the filter size (k + 1) is set equal to L for simi-
larity. Experimental results shown in Figure 3 are in accord
with our analysis in Section 4.6, which demonstrates the ro-
bustness of the proposed method since the hyper-parameter
values do not have a significant influence on online ABD.
Moreover, we show three different strategies for threshold,
including no threshold, median, and lower quartile. The
gaps between three curves indicate that pseudo boundaries
within actions can be greatly reduced by setting the thresh-
old as the lower quartile of the similarity before time t.

4.8. Run-Time Comparison and Qualitative Results

The comparison of run-time between our ABD and other
approaches is demonstrated in Table 10. All experiments
are conducted on Breakfast split 1, and the inference time is
reported for a single video. Every video has around 2,000
frames. The time used for feature extraction is not included.
We can see that our method avoids hours of model training
on GPUs. Compared with TW-FINCH [39] for which train-
ing is either not required, our approach gets a 8× faster in-
ference. Thanks to the fast inference speed and no training
required, our method can be applied to practical applica-
tions when plugged with an off-the-shelf feature extractor.

Qualitative results by our method are illustrated in Fig-
ure 4. One can observe that the offline ABD successfully
pinpoints action boundaries, yielding accurate segmentation
results. Especially, as circled in the red rectangles in Fig-
ure 4a, our method can accurately cluster actions when they
are temporally distant.

GT

ABD

(a) rgb-14-1 in 50Salads.

GT

ABD

(b) P12 webcam01 P12 cereals in Breakfast.

Figure 4. Qualitative results of offline ABD on 50Salads and
Breakfast. Each row demonstrates the segmentation result on the
entire video and different colors represent different actions.

Supervision Method Training
(hours)

Inference
(seconds)

Weakly Sup.
CDFL‡ [28] 66.73 62.37
MuCon-full‡ [42] 4.57 3.03

Unsup.

CTE [24] — 217.94
TW-FINCH [39] ✗ 0.16
Our ABD (offline) ✗ 0.02
Our ABD (online) ✗ 0.008

Table 10. Comparison of training and inference time. The training
time is measured for training on split 1 on Breakfast and the infer-
ence time is measured as the average inference time for a single
video. ✗ indicates no training is needed. (‡ obtained from [42]).

5. Conclusion
We have proposed an efficient unsupervised action seg-

mentation method by detecting action boundaries. Consid-
ering the properties of internal consistency within actions
and external discrepancy across actions, we try to generate
temporal action boundary proposals using frame-wise sim-
ilarity in a bottom-up fashion. We first calculate the sim-
ilarity between smoothed features. Initial boundary can-
didates could be obtained by detecting the change points
along the similarity curve. Then a clustering algorithm is
executed to refine candidates. Moreover, we further ex-
tend our method to the online setting, which enables real-
time action segmentation. Evaluation on several challeng-
ing datasets demonstrates the effectiveness of our method.

Limitation. In this paper, to keep the overall approach as
simple as possible, we set the kernel size of the smooth filter
to a fixed value or proportional to the average action length,
which would dilute the features of short actions. Also, ap-
plying the NMS technique could cause errors when two ac-
tion boundaries are too close. Although experimental re-
sults show that our method has wide tolerance intervals for
these parameters, more advanced strategies which enable
variable lengths could be explored in the future work.
Acknowledgement. This work was supported by NSFC un-
der Grant 62031023 and Grant 61801396.
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